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The story so far
• Global network of 3 multi-km interferometric observatories:

LIGO–Hanford, LIGO–Livingston, Virgo

• During joint LIGO–Virgo science run in Summer—Fall 2010,
sent alerts to astronomers to point telescopes

• Detectors off-line while they are reconfigured as advanced detectors
→ eventually 10x greater range for binary neutron stars

• More detectors planned: KAGRA, LIGO–India

http://www.phys.ufl.edu/~bernard/IREU2008/images/
largeimages/Virgo0.jpghttp://www18.i2u2.org/elab/ligo/home/project.jsp

http://www.ligo.org/multimedia/gallery/llo-images/Aerial%201%20small.jpg

see Abadie et al. 2012, A&A 541, A155
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2 Metzger & Berger

of the event (Phinney 2009; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy
2010), for example an association with specific stellar
populations (e.g., Fong et al. 2010).
Motivated by the importance of EM detections, in this

paper we address the critical question: What is the most
promising EM counterpart of a compact object binary
merger? The answer of course depends on the definition
of “most promising”. In our view, a promising coun-
terpart should exhibit four Cardinal Virtues, namely it
should:

1. Be detectable with present or upcoming telescope
facilities, provided a reasonable allocation of re-
sources.

2. Accompany a high fraction of GW events.

3. Be unambiguously identifiable (a “smoking gun”),
such that it can be distinguished from other astro-
physical transients.

4. Allow for a determination of ! arcsecond sky posi-
tions.

Virtue #1 is necessary to ensure that e!ective EM
searches indeed take place for a substantial number of
GW triggers. Virtue #2 is important because a large
number of events may be necessary to build up statis-
tical samples, particularly if GW detections are rare; in
this context, ALIGO/Virgo is predicted to detect NS-
NS mergers at a rate ranging from ! 0.4 to ! 400 yr!1,
with a “best-bet” rate of ! 40 yr!1 (Abadie et al. 2010b;
cf. Kopparapu et al. 2008), while the best-bet rate for
detection of NS-BH mergers is ! 10 yr!1. Virtue #3 is
necessary to make the association with high confidence
and hence to avoid contamination from more common
transient sources (e.g., supernovae). Finally, Virtue #4
is essential to identifying the host galaxy and hence the
redshift, as well as other relevant properties (e.g., asso-
ciation with specific stellar populations).
It is important to distinguish two general strategies

for connecting EM and GW events. One approach is to
search for a GW signal following an EM trigger, either in
real time or at a post-processing stage (e.g., Finn et al.
1999; Mohanty et al. 2004). This is particularly promis-
ing for counterparts predicted to occur in temporal co-
incidence with the GW chirp, such as short-duration
gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs). Unfortunately, most other
promising counterparts (none of which have yet been in-
dependently identified) occur hours to months after co-
alescence6. Thus, the predicted arrival time of the GW
signal will remain uncertain, in which case the additional
sensitivity gained from this information is significantly
reduced. For instance, if the time of merger is known
only to within an uncertainty of ! hours(weeks), as we
will show is the case for optical(radio) counterparts, then
the number of trial GW templates that must be searched
is larger by a factor ! 104 " 106 than if the merger time
is known to within seconds, as in the case of SGRBs.

6 Predicted EM counterparts that may instead precede the
GW signal include emission powered by the magnetosphere of the
NS (e.g. Hansen & Lyutikov 2001; McWilliams & Levin 2011), or
cracking of the NS crust due to tidal interactions (e.g. Troja et al.
2010), during the final inspiral. However, given the current uncer-
tainties in these models, we do not discuss them further.
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Fig. 1.— Summary of potential electromagnetic counterparts
of NS-NS/NS-BH mergers discussed in this paper, as a function
of the observer angle, !obs. Following the merger a centrifugally
supported disk (blue) remains around the central compact object
(usually a BH). Rapid accretion lasting ! 1 s powers a collimated
relativistic jet, which produces a short-duration gamma-ray burst
(§2). Due to relativistic beaming, the gamma-ray emission is re-
stricted to observers with !obs ! !j , the half-opening angle of the
jet. Non-thermal afterglow emission results from the interaction of
the jet with the surrounding circumburst medium (red). Optical af-
terglow emission is observable on timescales up to! days"weeks by
observers with viewing angles of !obs ! 2!j (§3.1). Radio afterglow
emission is observable from all viewing angles (isotropic) once the
jet decelerates to mildly relativistic speeds on a timescale of weeks-
months, and can also be produced on timescales of years from sub-
relativistic ejecta (§3.2). Short-lived isotropic optical emission last-
ing ! few days (kilonova; yellow) can also accompany the merger,
powered by the radioactive decay of heavy elements synthesized in
the ejecta (§4).

A second approach, which is the primary focus of
this paper, is EM follow-up of GW triggers. A poten-
tial advantage in this case is that counterpart searches
are restricted to the nearby universe, as determined by
the ALIGO/Virgo sensitivity range (redshift z ! 0.05"
0.1). On the other hand, a significant challenge are the
large error regions, which are estimated to be tens of
square degrees even for optimistic configurations of GW
detectors (e.g., Gürsel & Tinto 1989; Fairhurst 2009;
Wen & Chen 2010; Nissanke et al. 2011). Although it
has been argued that this di"culty may be alleviated
if the search is restricted to galaxies within 200 Mpc
(Nuttall & Sutton 2010), we stress that the number of
galaxies with L " 0.1L" (typical of SGRB host galax-
ies; Berger 2009, 2011b) within an expected GW error
region is ! 400, large enough to negate this advantage
for most search strategies. In principle the number of
candidate galaxies could be reduced if the distance can
be constrained from the GW signal; however, distance
estimates for individual events are rather uncertain, es-
pecially at that low SNRs that will characterize most de-
tections (Nissanke et al. 2010). Moreover, current galaxy
catalogs are incomplete within the ALIGO/Virgo volume
(e.g. Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009), especially at lower lu-
minosities. Finally, some mergers may also occur outside
of their host galaxies (Berger 2010a; Kelley et al. 2010).
At the present there are no optical or radio facilities

that can provide all-sky coverage at a cadence and depth
matched to the expected light curves of EM counter-

Possible electromagnetic 
counterparts

• 2 neutron stars merge, form 
compact object and 
accretion disk

• Accretion feeds pair of jets

• Internal shocks in jet 
produce prompt ɣ-ray burst

• Shock between jet and ISM 
produces optical and radio 
afterglow

Figure 1 of Meztger & Berger 2012, ApJ, 746, 48



GRBs

• High-energy sky is relatively 
clean; temporal coincidence 
with GW trigger is enough

• But what GRB satellites will 
be up in 2018?...
IPN, Swift, Fermi, Lobster, SVOM, anything at all?

Outlook for detection of GW inspirals by GRB-triggered 
searches in the advanced detector era

Deitz, Fotopolous, Singer, and 
Cutler (2013, PRD 87:064033)
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.87.064033
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A. Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al.: short GRBs

Fig. 15. Light curves of the six GROND-detected short GRB afterglows as well as the upper limits in the redshift z = 1 frame. The labeling is
identical to Fig. 14. GRBs 090426 and 090927 are likely Type II. The luminosity is in units of erg/s. See text for further details.

assumption of n = 0.01 cm!3 for short bursts is also a simplifi-
cation. For individual bursts it can be wrong by a factor of up to
100 in both directions. Finally, our plot contains only long bursts
with measured jet break times. A more detailed study should also
contain those long bursts for which only a lower limit on!jet can
be given (e.g., Grupe et al. 2007).

4.3. X-ray afterglows

From the Swift Burst Analyser (Evans et al. 2010), we selected
all bursts with detected X-ray afterglow and measured redshift
that were detected between January 2005 and August 20117.

7 For a more comprehensive statistical analysis of 650 Swift/XRT light
curves, we refer to a recent work by Margutti et al. (2012).

We then shifted all light curves to their rest frames following
Greiner et al. (2009). If no redshift information was available
for a short-burst in our sample (Table 1), we assumed a redshift
of z = 0.5.

Figure 17 displays the resulting luminosity evolution of
those 14 bursts in our sample for which an X-ray afterglow
light curve can be constructed, i.e., the X-ray afterglow is de-
tected during at least two epochs. This excludes GRBs 071112B,
081226B, 090305, 091117A, and 101129A from the plot, which
have no afterglow detection at all as well as GRB 100206A,
which is only detected once. The figure also shows the lumi-
nosity evolution of 191 long GRBs with measured redshift. In
addition, we overplot the short-burst sample compiled by Kann
et al. (2011), consisting of an additional group of 19 events that
are not included in our short-burst sample.
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Fig. 15 of Guelbenzu et al. (2012)
A&A 548, A101 (2012)

Optical afterglows

• Often faint
(16-22 mag)

• Fade rapidly
(~several mag/night)

• Optical sky is crowded
(rocks, quasars, variable stars,
supernovae)

• Orphan afterglows!
(PTF11agg, http://arxiv.org/abs/
1304.4236)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.4236
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.4236
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.4236
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.4236


How do we get there?

low-latency event detection
K. Cannon, C. Hanna, D. Keppel + many others + me

rapid sky localization
L. Price + me + many others

timely optical transient detection
Palomar Transient Factory + S. B. Cenko + D. Brown + M. Kasliwal+ myself
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Strain transduced by detectors

symm. mass ratio, spins...

Matched filter

also: data quality, vetoes, aggregate 
data to analysis clusters

sliding dot product of strain data w/ 
sampling of all possible inspiral 

signals

Triggering, coincidence

excursion in matched filter 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at 

similar times in all detectors

V1

H1

L1
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GstLAL:
online inspiral detection engine powered by

Built from “off the shelf” open-source DSP tools
Singular value decomposition

Multirate filtering
Long aLIGO waveforms

Adaptive whitening
Online, adaptive event significance



The Astrophysical Journal, 748:136 (14pp), 2012 April 1 Cannon et al.
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Figure 3. Schematic of LLOID pipeline illustrating signal flow. Circles with arrows represent interpolation ! or decimation " . Circles with plus signs represent
summing junctions . Squares stand for FIR filters. Sample rate decreases from the top of the diagram to the bottom. In this diagram, each time slice contains three
FIR filters that are linearly combined to produce four output channels. In a typical pipeline, the number of FIR filters is much less than the number of output channels.

3.2.3. Early-warning Output

In the previous two sections, we described two transforma-
tions that greatly reduce the computational burden of TD fil-
tering. We are now prepared to define our detection statistic,
the early-warning output, and to comment on the computational
cost of evaluating it.

First, the sample rate of the detector data must be decimated to
match sample rates with each of the time slices. We will denote
the decimated detector data streams using a superscript “s” to
indicate the time slices to which they correspond. The operator
H ! will represent the appropriate decimation filter that converts
between the base sample rate f 0 and the reduced sample rate f s:

xs[k] = (H !x0)[k].

We shall use the symbol H " to represent an interpolation filter
that converts between sample rates f s+1 and f s of adjacent time
slices,

xs[k] = (H "xs+1)[k].

From the combination of the time slice decomposition in
Equation (6) and the SVD defined in Equation (7), we define

the early-warning output accumulated up to time slice s using
the recurrence relation,

!s
i [k] =

S/N from previous time slices
! "# $%
H "!s+1

i

&
[k] +

Ls#1'

l=0

vs
il"

s
l

# $! "
reconstruction

orthogonal fir filters
! "# $
Ns#1'

n=0

us
l [n]xs[k # n] . (8)

Observe that the early-warning output for time slice 0, !0
i [k],

approximates the S/N of the original templates. The signal
flow diagram in Figure 3 illustrates this recursion relation as a
multirate filter network with a number of early-warning outputs.

Ultimately, the latency of the entire LLOID algorithm is
set by the decimation and interpolation filters because they
are generally time symmetric and slightly acausal. Fortunately,
as long as the latency introduced by the decimation and
interpolation filters for any time slice s is less than that time
slice’s delay ts, the total latency of the LLOID algorithm will be
zero. To be concrete, suppose that the first time slice, sampled
at a rate f 0 = 4096 Hz, spans times [t0, t1) = [0 s, 0.5 s),
and the second time slice, sampled at f 1 = 512 Hz, spans
[t1, t2) = [0.5 s, 4.5 s). Then the second time slice’s output,

6

Toward early-warning detection of gravitational 
waves from compact binary coalescence

Cannon et al. (2012, ApJ 748:136)
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/748/2/136

• handle data gaps efficiently 
(particularly resampling)

• computational budget

• first complete description 
of algorithm for literature

• improve accuracy of time, 
SNR of triggers

GstLAL:
my contributions

http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/748/2/136
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/748/2/136
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See also: Fairhurst, 2009, New J. Phys., 11, 123006),
Fairhurst, 2011, Class. Quantum Grav., 28, 105021
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Vivien Raymond, <http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/~vraymond/>

• Input: strain time series from all detectors

• Stochastically sample from parameter 
space, compute overlap of signal with data 
in each detector

V1

H1

L1

• Sample distribution converges to posterior

• Can be computationally expensive

• Takes hours to days, currently

Bayesian Markov-chain Monte Carlo

http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/~vraymond/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/~vraymond/
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Parameter estimation: 

The 3 figures
of merit
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A&A 541, A155 (2012)

CBC off-line

MBTA

Fig. 9. Normalized distribution of timing accuracy of triggers detected
by MBTA and CBC o!ine analysis pipeline. MBTA shows slightly bet-
ter performance than the o!ine analysis.

Fig. 10. Detection e"ciency of MBTA and CBC o!ine analysis
pipeline as a function of distance. Shaded regions indicate uncertainties.
MBTA detects all simulated gravitational-wave signals injected in the
nearby universe that the o!ine analysis does, but finds systematically
less number of signals than the o!ine pipeline beyond D > 3 Mpc.

electromagnetic followup observations. Hence, localizing the
GW candidate event on the sky is one of the essential parts
of the search. Good timing accuracy for recovered injections
is essential for good sky localization. Figure 9 shows the nor-
malized distributions of the timing accuracy parameter of the
LIGO-Virgo network,#trss, given by (6). From this plot it is clear
that, overall, MBTA’s performance in recovering the arrival time
of gravitational-wave is better or comparable to that of the of-
fline search. This is expected because MBTA uses a quadratic
fit to find the peak of the SNR time series whereas the o!ine
pipeline simply takes the maximum of the time series.

Efficiency as a function of distance is another key characteris-
tic of an analysis pipeline. For each pipeline we measure its ef-
ficiency at recovering a GW signal as a triply coincident trigger,
requiring also a false alarm rate less than or equal to 0.25 events
per day, as for the alert generation. The result is shown in Fig. 10.
At distances of about 3 Mpc, MBTA begins to systematically re-
cover fewer signals than iHope. As expected this trend continues
as both pipelines lose e"ciency at large distances. Much of the
decrease in e"ciency of MBTA can be attributed to the fact that
it imposes an e$ective threshold at a slightly higher SNR for a
signal to be detected.

Chirp mass and SNR. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the SNRs and
chirp masses in H1 recovered by the pipelines. They are in very

Fig. 11. Comparison of chirp mass and SNR between MBTA and CBC
o!ine analysis pipeline.

good agreement with each other. The sparse density of the tem-
plate bank at high mass shows up as some discreteness in the
values of chirp mass recovered by MBTA, because MBTA uses
a constant template bank, whereas iHope recomputes the noise
power spectrum every 2048 s and a new template bank is pro-
duced in response. Similar agreement is found for the other two
detectors.

In summary, the performance of MBTA is comparable to that
of the o!ine pipeline.

4. Results

In this section we present the results of the analysis. We begin
with an overview of the joint LIGO-Virgo science run before
turning our attention to the triggers that passed the selection cuts.

4.1. The S6/VSR3 run

The joint LIGO/Virgo data taking started on August 11, 2010
when Virgo started its 3rd science run (VSR3), joining LIGO’s
6th science run (S6). After a test and adjustment period during
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Rapid sky localization
in last science run: S6/VSR3
J. Abadie et al.: First low-latency LIGO+Virgo search for binary inspirals and their EM counterparts

Fig. 1. An overview of the pipeline. Data produced at each of the three
detector sites is transfered to a computer at Cascina where triggers are
produced by MBTA and sent to GraCEDb for storage. Upon receiving
events, GraCEDb alerts the sky localization and data quality check pro-
cesses to begin and the results are then sent back to GraCEDb. If the
triggers are localizable and of acceptable data quality then they are sent
out for further processing and possibly followup by an optical telescope.
The double stroke connections in the diagram are provided by LVAlert.

Further processing was needed before an alert was sent to
our astronomical partners: human monitors reviewed informa-
tion about the event, consulted the detector control rooms, and
examined the data quality using a number of higher latency tools.
Telescope image tilings were generated simultaneously in prepa-
ration for a positive decision to followup a trigger. The entire
process took 20–40 min, with the largest latency incurred by the
human monitor step. A histogram of the latency incurred before
the trigger is sent out for further processing is shown in Fig. 2.
Details about the rest of the event processing can be found in The
LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. (2012).

2.1. Trigger production with MBTA

2.1.1. Pipeline structure and parameters

The Multi-Band Template Analysis (MBTA) (Beauville et al.
2008) is a low-latency implementation of the standard matched
filter (Wainstein & Zubakov 1962) that is commonly used to
search for gravitational-waves from compact binary coales-
cences (CBCs). As such, it relies on the accurate mathematical
models of the expected signals to be used as search templates.
Time domain templates with phase evolution accurate to sec-
ond post-Newtonian order were used in the search. The search
covered sources with component mass between 1!34 M" and
total mass below 35 M". A fixed bank of templates constructed
with a minimal match of 97% was used to scan this parame-
ter space. The template bank was constructed using a reference
noise power spectrum taken at a time when the detectors were
performing well. Given the detectors’ typical noise spectra, the
low-frequency cuto! of the templates was set to 50 Hz, thus

keeping the computational cost of the search light while losing
negligible signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

An original feature of MBTA is that it divides the matched
filter across two frequency bands. This results in two immedi-
ate benefits: (1) The phase of the signal is tracked over fewer
cycles meaning sparser template banks are needed in each fre-
quency band and (2) a reduced sampling rate can be used for the
lower frequency band, reducing the computational cost of the
fast Fourier transforms involved in the filtering. The full band
signal-to-noise ratio ! is computed by coherently combining the
matched filtering outputs from the two frequency bands. The
boundary between the low and high frequency bands is chosen
such that the SNR is roughly equally shared between the two
bands. The boundary frequencies range from 110 Hz to 156 Hz,
depending on the detector and on the mass ratio of the template
bank of the individual MBTA processes.

A trigger is registered when ! > 5.5. Triggers are clus-
tered across the template bank and across time: triggers less than
20ms apart are recursively clustered under the loudest trigger.
Clustered triggers are subjected to a "2 test to check if the SNR
distribution across the two frequency bands is consistent with
the expected signal. The discriminating power of such a 2-band
"2 test is not as high as in typical implementations based on a
larger number of frequency bands, but o!ers the advantage of
having a negligible computational cost in the multi-band frame-
work. The test can therefore be applied to all triggers at the single
detector level. Triggers pass the "2-test if

"2 < 3 (2 + 0.025 !2). (1)

Single detector triggers that pass the "2 test are tested for coin-
cidence across detectors. Triggers from two detectors i and j are
considered coincident if their time and mass parameters match
within expected uncertainties. The mass coincidence criterion is

!!!Mi !M j

!!! <
"
0.05
M"

# "Mi +M j

2

#2

(2)

where the chirp mass is given byM = (m1m2)3/5(m1 + m2)!1/5

in terms of the component masses, m1 and m2. The time coinci-
dence criterion is
!!!ti ! t j

!!! < "ti j (3)

where the maximum allowed time delays "tH1L1 = 20 ms and
"tH1V1 = "tL1V1 = 40 ms account for both the time of flight
of the signal from one detector to another and for the exper-
imental uncertainty in the arrival time measurement. The ar-
rival time is measured by performing a quadratic fit around the
maximum of the match filtered signal. It is then extrapolated
to the time when the gravitational-wave signal is at a refer-
ence frequency chosen to minimize the statistical uncertainty
on the measurement. This has the important e!ect of reducing
the background by allowing tighter coincidence and improv-
ing the accuracy of position reconstruction by triangulation. It
has been shown elsewhere (Acernese et al. 2007) that the opti-
mal reference frequency is approximately that frequency where
the detectors are most sensitive, although it depends somewhat
on the mass of the source. A detailed study of simulated sig-
nals in S6/VSR3 noise resulted in the empirical parametrization
freference = [170 !M(5.1/M")] Hz.

Triple detector coincidences are identified as a pair of H1L1
and H1V1 coincidences sharing the same H1 trigger. Although
the pipeline identifies both double and triple coincidences, only
the latter were submitted to GraCEDb, in line with the intention
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the first part of the S6/VSR3 run, the software of the low latency
pipeline was frozen on August 27. From this time on, until the
end of the run on October 19, the full pipeline was operating
in production mode. The trigger production was first monitored
to validate the pipeline during online operations and then the
submission of EM alert was enabled on September 19.

During the production period of 52.6 days, the science mode
duty cycle of the H1, L1 and V1 detectors were respectively
63.9%, 64.8% and 69.7%. The three detectors were operating
simultaneously in science mode for a total time of 18.2 days,
corresponding to a 34.6% duty cycle.

The duty cycle of MBTA during the triple coincidence time
was 94.2%, 98.7% and 97.8% for the single H1, L1 and V1 trig-
gers and 91.2% generating triggers in triple coincidence. Most
of the down time occurred in one of a small number of periods
lasting a few hours. The main problem was temporary network
overloads between the LIGO Hanford site and Virgo Cascina
site. The resulting delay in the arrival of H1 data prevented it
from being used by MBTA.

Over the S6/VSR3 production period, 89 triple coinci-
dences – including hardware injections – were detected by the
MBTA pipeline and submitted to the GraCEDb database. A
few of them (10) triggered multiple submissions of the same
loud event corresponding to nearby “satellite” events. Three
GraCEDb submissions failed. One because of a GraCEDb disk
access problem. The other two failures were due to a problem
with network authentication.

Future operations with improved configurations, software
versions and monitoring tools are expected to reduce the down
time of the pipeline which involved five di!erent computing
facilities located in Europe and North America.

4.2. Triggers

After removing the hardware injections, a total of 42 triple coin-
cident triggers were observed during the search. The application
of the online data quality flags reduced the number of triple coin-
cident triggers from 42 to 37. The time coincidence window was
chosen conservatively (larger than the light travel time between
sites) and, as a result, only 23 of these triggers were localizable
on the sky.

At this stage of the pipeline, the triggers were sent out for
further processing and alerts were generated for events having a
false alarm rate of less than 0.25 events per day (1 event per day
up to August 31). This cut reduced the number of triggers to 13
which were passed to the control rooms and on-call experts for
further quality assessments.

Out of these 13 possible alerts generated, only 3 met the re-
quirement of having at least one neutron star (M < 3.5 M!)
associated with the merger. Table 1 gives a snapshot of the pa-
rameters of these three triggers.

The first trigger, G16901, from August 31, occurred during
an initial testing period before alerts were sent out. A decision on
this trigger was reached in the control room 14 min after the trig-
ger time. The second trigger, G20190, on September 19, was ac-
cepted and images of the corresponding sky location were taken
by Quest, ROTSE, SkyMapper, TAROT and Zadko. The deci-
sion to issue an alert was reached 39 min after the event oc-
curred. The image analysis is in progress. Figure 12 shows the
skymap produced for this trigger, and Fig. 13 shows the high
probability region of the skymap, both with and without the
galaxy catalog applied. The 90% confidence region was reduced
from nearly 600 square degrees to 3.3 square degrees with the
application of the galaxy catalog. The third trigger, G23201, on

Table 1. Parameters of the three triggers which passed all the selection
cuts.

Detector SNR De![Mpc] m1[M!] m2[M!] M[M!]

G16901: 967254112; Combined SNR = 9.99; FAR"1 = 1.1 days
H1 6.15 55 1.03 2.06 1.26
L1 5.61 54 1.36 1.38 1.19
V1 5.52 19 1.35 1.37 1.18

G20190: 968932960; Combined SNR = 10.0; FAR"1 = 6.4 days
H1 6.07 99 2.94 3.00 2.59
L1 5.65 106 3.05 3.11 2.68
V1 5.60 27 2.23 4.15 2.62

G23201: 970399241; Combined SNR = 10.1; FAR"1 = 5.5 days
H1 5.75 58 1.04 1.99 1.24
L1 5.84 41 0.98 1.95 1.19
V1 5.96 14 0.97 1.91 1.17

Notes. See text for details.

Fig. 12. Skymap for the G20190 trigger on September 19.

October 6, was unfortunately located too close to the sun, mak-
ing it impossible to image. The decision to send the trigger out
occurred 16 min after the trigger. Overall, these three triggers
have SNR values close to the threshold value, with a false alarm
rate of one per few days, typical of the expected background trig-
gers. They are therefore not detection candidates on the basis of
the gravitational-wave data analysis.

Figure 14 shows the cumulative rate of observed triggers as
a function of the upper threshold applied on the estimated false
alarm rate. The distribution focuses on triggers collected during
the production period with a FAR less than 200 per year, requir-
ing at least one neutron star (M < 3.5 M!) and excluding hard-
ware injections. The vertical line indicates the threshold of FAR
lower than #91 per year (0.25 per day), which was used to de-
termine which triggers were candidates for EM followup. This
figure shows that the online FAR estimation is reasonable and
therefore the background is under control. In particular, this fig-
ure shows no evidence of the FAR being underestimated, which
is important since we do not want to unduly promote uninterest-
ing triggers.

5. Discussion

The coalescence of binary systems containing neutron stars is
the most promising source for the detection of both gravitational
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Bayes’ Rule
• Take some data,     , and form a hypothesis,    . How probable 

is your hypothesis, given the data?

• Marginalize to get rid of
nuisance parameters

•
Or, if hypothesis is continuously 
parameterized,

X ⇥

“posterior”
“likelihood” “prior”

“evidence”

p(✓|x) =
R
p(x|✓,�)p(✓,�)d�

p(x)

P (⇥,�|X) =

P
� P (X|⇥,�)P (⇥,�)

P (X)



Problem setup: data, parameters
amplitude,

SNR

TOA

phasestrain time series

Data/observation

component masses

spins TOA at 
geocenter

luminosity 
distance

Nuisance variables

inclination

polarization 
angle

coalescence 
phase

Parameters of interest
direction of source

right ascension, declination

e.g.,

intrinsic variables (fixed at maximum-
likelihood estimates for triangulation) extrinsic variables

)

i

N detectors

)

ij

N detectors

M samples

note: not using phase right now



Outline of calculation

Posterior: factor into an TOA-only contribution and an SNR-only contribution

L / LSNR ⇥ LTOA

Likelihood: factor into a time of arrival (TOA)-only 
contribution and an SNR-only contribution, both Gaussian

Prior: uniform in 

⌧�,�c, , cos ◆, DL
3

p(n|⌧̂1, . . . , ⌧̂N , ⇢̂1, . . . , ⇢̂N )
= fTOA(n|⌧̂1, . . . , ⌧̂N )⇥ fSNR(n|⇢̂1, . . . , ⇢̂N )
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• Radial integrand peaks 
sharply at distance that is 
best supported by data

• Divide integration domain 
into 3 sub-domains that 
enclose maximum likelihood 
peak, small-distance tail, and 
large-distance tail

• Use adaptive Gaussian 
quadrature to discover 
which region dominates 
(gsl_integration_qagp)

Distance marginalization

DL

p
r
o
b

http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/manual/html_node/QAGP-adaptive-integration-with-known-singular-points.html
http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/manual/html_node/QAGP-adaptive-integration-with-known-singular-points.html
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Figure 5: Network sensitivity and localization accuracy for face-on BNS systems with advanced
detector networks. The ellipses show 90% confidence localization areas, and the red crosses show
regions of the sky where the signal would not be confidently detected. The top two plots show the
localization expected for a BNS system at 80Mpc by the HLV network in the 2016–17 run (left)
and 2017–18 run (right). The bottom two plots show the localization expected for a BNS system
at 160Mpc by the HLV network in the 2019+ run (left) and by the HILV network in 2022+ with
all detectors at final design sensitivity (right). The inclusion of a fourth site in India provides good
localization over the whole sky.

Estimated EGW = 10�2M�c2 Number % BNS Localized
Run Burst Range (Mpc) BNS Range (Mpc) of BNS within

Epoch Duration LIGO Virgo LIGO Virgo Detections 5 deg2 20 deg2

2015 3 months 40 – 60 – 40 – 80 – 0.0004 – 3 – –
2016–17 6 months 60 – 75 20 – 40 80 – 120 20 – 60 0.006 – 20 2 5 – 12
2017–18 9 months 75 – 90 40 – 50 120 – 170 60 – 85 0.04 – 100 1 – 2 10 – 12
2019+ (per year) 105 40 – 80 200 65 – 130 0.2 – 200 3 – 8 8 – 28

2022+ (India) (per year) 105 80 200 130 0.4 – 400 17 48

Table 1: Summary of a plausible observing schedule, expected sensitivities, and source localization
with the advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors, which will be strongly dependent on the detectors’
commissioning progress. The burst ranges assume standard-candle emission of 10�2M�c2 in GWs

at 150Hz and scale as E1/2
GW. The burst and binary neutron star (BNS) ranges and the BNS

localizations reflect the uncertainty in the detector noise spectra shown in Fig. 1. The BNS detection
numbers also account for the uncertainty in the BNS source rate density [28], and are computed
assuming a false alarm rate of 10�2 yr�1. Burst localizations are expected to be broadly similar
to those for BNS systems, but will vary depending on the signal bandwidth. Localization and
detection numbers assume an 80% duty cycle for each instrument.
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Figure 1: aLIGO (left) and AdV (right) target strain sensitivity as a function of frequency. The
average distance to which binary neutron star (BNS) signals could be seen is given in Mpc. Current
notions of the progression of sensitivity are given for early, middle, and late commissioning phases,
as well as the final design sensitivity target and the BNS-optimized sensitivity. While both dates
and sensitivity curves are subject to change, the overall progression represents our best current
estimates.

BNS ranges for the various stages of aLIGO and AdV expected evolution are also provided in Fig. 1.
The installation of aLIGO is well underway. The plan calls for three identical 4 km interfer-

ometers, referred to as H1, H2, and L1. In 2011, the LIGO Lab and IndIGO consortium in India
proposed installing one of the aLIGO Hanford detectors, H2, at a new observatory in India (LIGO-
India). As of early 2013 LIGO Laboratory has begun preparing the H2 interferometer for shipment
to India. Funding for the Indian portion of LIGO-India is in the final stages of consideration by
the Indian government.

The first aLIGO science run is expected in 2015. It will be of order three months in duration,
and will involve the H1 and L1 detectors (assuming H2 is placed in storage for LIGO-India). The
detectors will not be at full design sensitivity; we anticipate a possible BNS range of 40 – 80Mpc.
Subsequent science runs will have increasing duration and sensitivity. We aim for a BNS range of
80 – 170Mpc over 2016–18, with science runs of several months. Assuming that no unexpected
obstacles are encountered, the aLIGO detectors are expected to achieve a 200Mpc BNS range circa
2019. After the first observing runs, circa 2020, it might be desirable to optimize the detector
sensitivity for a specific class of astrophysical signals, such as BNSs. The BNS range may then
become 215Mpc. The sensitivity for each of these stages is shown in Fig. 1.

Because of the planning for the installation of one of the LIGO detectors in India, the installation
of the H2 detector has been deferred. This detector will be reconfigured to be identical to H1 and
L1 and will be installed in India once the LIGO-India Observatory is complete. The final schedule
will be adopted once final funding approvals are granted. It is expected that the site development
would start in 2014, with installation of the detector beginning in 2018. Assuming no unexpected
problems, first runs are anticipated circa 2020 and design sensitivity at the same level as the H1
and L1 detectors is anticipated for no earlier than 2022.

The commissioning timeline for AdV [3] is still being defined, but it is anticipated that in

8
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BNS ranges for the various stages of aLIGO and AdV expected evolution are also provided in Fig. 1.
The installation of aLIGO is well underway. The plan calls for three identical 4 km interfer-

ometers, referred to as H1, H2, and L1. In 2011, the LIGO Lab and IndIGO consortium in India
proposed installing one of the aLIGO Hanford detectors, H2, at a new observatory in India (LIGO-
India). As of early 2013 LIGO Laboratory has begun preparing the H2 interferometer for shipment
to India. Funding for the Indian portion of LIGO-India is in the final stages of consideration by
the Indian government.

The first aLIGO science run is expected in 2015. It will be of order three months in duration,
and will involve the H1 and L1 detectors (assuming H2 is placed in storage for LIGO-India). The
detectors will not be at full design sensitivity; we anticipate a possible BNS range of 40 – 80Mpc.
Subsequent science runs will have increasing duration and sensitivity. We aim for a BNS range of
80 – 170Mpc over 2016–18, with science runs of several months. Assuming that no unexpected
obstacles are encountered, the aLIGO detectors are expected to achieve a 200Mpc BNS range circa
2019. After the first observing runs, circa 2020, it might be desirable to optimize the detector
sensitivity for a specific class of astrophysical signals, such as BNSs. The BNS range may then
become 215Mpc. The sensitivity for each of these stages is shown in Fig. 1.

Because of the planning for the installation of one of the LIGO detectors in India, the installation
of the H2 detector has been deferred. This detector will be reconfigured to be identical to H1 and
L1 and will be installed in India once the LIGO-India Observatory is complete. The final schedule
will be adopted once final funding approvals are granted. It is expected that the site development
would start in 2014, with installation of the detector beginning in 2018. Assuming no unexpected
problems, first runs are anticipated circa 2020 and design sensitivity at the same level as the H1
and L1 detectors is anticipated for no earlier than 2022.

The commissioning timeline for AdV [3] is still being defined, but it is anticipated that in
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BNS Mock 
Data Challenge
5k injections
H1-L1 network
early aLIGO configuration
Uniformly distributed component masses
1.2 M⨀ ≤ m1,2 ≤ 1.6 M
TaylorT4threePointFivePN waveforms
Gaussian noise (recolored noise simulations exist too)
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Spike near 180°!
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Bump near 180° is inevitable, given H1,L1 configuration.
Worse: these degenerate points are almost 12h apart in RA.

Multiple nights and multiple optical facilities 
required to follow up many GW events!
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Figure 5: Network sensitivity and localization accuracy for face-on BNS systems with advanced
detector networks. The ellipses show 90% confidence localization areas, and the red crosses show
regions of the sky where the signal would not be confidently detected. The top two plots show the
localization expected for a BNS system at 80Mpc by the HLV network in the 2016–17 run (left)
and 2017–18 run (right). The bottom two plots show the localization expected for a BNS system
at 160Mpc by the HLV network in the 2019+ run (left) and by the HILV network in 2022+ with
all detectors at final design sensitivity (right). The inclusion of a fourth site in India provides good
localization over the whole sky.

Estimated EGW = 10�2M�c2 Number % BNS Localized
Run Burst Range (Mpc) BNS Range (Mpc) of BNS within

Epoch Duration LIGO Virgo LIGO Virgo Detections 5 deg2 20 deg2

2015 3 months 40 – 60 – 40 – 80 – 0.0004 – 3 – –
2016–17 6 months 60 – 75 20 – 40 80 – 120 20 – 60 0.006 – 20 2 5 – 12
2017–18 9 months 75 – 90 40 – 50 120 – 170 60 – 85 0.04 – 100 1 – 2 10 – 12
2019+ (per year) 105 40 – 80 200 65 – 130 0.2 – 200 3 – 8 8 – 28

2022+ (India) (per year) 105 80 200 130 0.4 – 400 17 48

Table 1: Summary of a plausible observing schedule, expected sensitivities, and source localization
with the advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors, which will be strongly dependent on the detectors’
commissioning progress. The burst ranges assume standard-candle emission of 10�2M�c2 in GWs

at 150Hz and scale as E1/2
GW. The burst and binary neutron star (BNS) ranges and the BNS

localizations reflect the uncertainty in the detector noise spectra shown in Fig. 1. The BNS detection
numbers also account for the uncertainty in the BNS source rate density [28], and are computed
assuming a false alarm rate of 10�2 yr�1. Burst localizations are expected to be broadly similar
to those for BNS systems, but will vary depending on the signal bandwidth. Localization and
detection numbers assume an 80% duty cycle for each instrument.
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Full Analysis

Pipeline Trigger ValuesLow-Latency Localization

Intrinsic Analysis Extrinsic Analysis

see https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1300015-v3
Ben Farr, Northwestern U.

• Feed rapid localization into full parameter estimation

• MCMC implementation of BAYESTAR
developed w/ Ben Farr

Future work

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1300015-v3
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1300015-v3
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TITLE:	  	  	  GCN	  CIRCULAR
NUMBER:	  	  13489
SUBJECT:	  GRB	  120716A:	  Candidate	  Optical	  Afterglow	  from	  PTF
DATE:	  	  	  	  12/07/19	  00:01:37	  GMT
FROM:	  	  	  	  S.	  Bradley	  Cenko	  at	  Caltech	  	  <cenko@srl.caltech.edu>

S.	  B.	  Cenko	  (UC	  Berkeley),	  E.	  O.	  Ofek	  (Weizmann	  Institute	  of	  Science),	  and
P.	  E.	  Nugent	  (Lawrence	  Berkeley	  National	  Laboratory	  /	  UC	  Berkeley)	  report
on	  behalf	  of	  a	  larger	  collaboration:

We	  have	  imaged	  the	  location	  of	  the	  IPN	  GRB	  120716A	  (Hurley	  et	  al.,	  GCN
13487)	  with	  the	  Palomar	  48	  inch	  Oschin	  Schmidt	  telescope	  as	  part	  of	  the
Palomar	  Transient	  Factory	  (PTF).	  	  Images	  were	  obtained	  in	  the	  r'	  filter
beginning	  at	  4:25	  UT	  on	  18	  July	  2012	  (~	  1.5	  d	  after	  the	  IPN	  trigger).

Within	  the	  IPN	  localization,	  we	  identify	  a	  new	  point	  source	  with
coordinates:

	   RA:	  20:52:12.10	  	  	  Dec:	  +09:35:53.7	  	  (J2000.0)

Using	  several	  nearby	  stars	  from	  the	  Sloan	  Digital	  Sky	  Survey	  for
reference,	  we	  measure	  a	  magnitude	  of	  r'	  ~	  20.4	  at	  this	  time.

Nothing	  is	  detected	  at	  this	  location	  in	  previous	  PTF	  imaging	  of	  this
field,	  with	  images	  beginning	  in	  June	  2011.	  	  Furthermore,	  no	  source	  is
detected	  in	  archival	  SDSS	  imaging	  of	  this	  location	  (a	  faint	  nearby	  object
in	  the	  SDSS	  database,	  SDSS	  J205212.01+093551.9,	  appears	  to	  be	  of	  very	  low
significance).	  	  However,	  our	  most	  recent	  epoch	  of	  PTF	  imaging	  was	  obtained
in	  March	  2012,	  so	  we	  cannot	  currently	  rule	  out	  the	  chance	  alignment	  of	  an
unassociated	  foreground	  or	  background	  transient.

Further	  observations	  of	  this	  candidate	  optical	  afterglow	  are	  planned.

mailto:cenko@srl.caltech.edu
mailto:cenko@srl.caltech.edu




Illustration: NASA/Sonoma State University/Aurore Simonnet
http://physics.aps.org/articles/v2/37



Image credit: NASA/Jim Grossmann
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/GLAST/news/vision-improve.html



one 7.25 deg2 P48 reference field



Fermi GBM triggers:
localization accuracy 
compared with Swift



Estimated radial profile of Fermi 
GBM localization errors
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Figure 1. Examples of bogus (top) and real (bottom) thumbnails.
Note that the shapes of the bogus sources can be quite varied,
which poses a challenge in developing features that can accurately
represent all of them. In contrast, the set of real detections is
more uniform in terms of the shapes and sizes of the subtraction
residual. Hence, we focus on finding a compact set of features that
accurately captures the relevant characteristics of real detections
as discussed in §2.2.

candidates. For every real or bogus candidate, we have at
our disposal the subtraction image of the candidate (which
is reduced to a 21-by-21 pixel—about 10 times the median
seeing full width at half maximum—postage stamp image
centered around the candidate), and metadata about the
reference and subtraction images. Figure 1 shows subtrac-
tion thumbnail images for several arbitrarily chosen bogus
and real candidates.

In this work, we supplement the set of features devel-
oped by Bloom et al. (2011) with image-processing features
extracted from the subtraction images and summary statis-
tics from the PTF reduction pipeline. These new features—
which are detailed below—are designed to mimic the way
humans can learn to distinguish real and bogus candidates
by visual inspection of the subtraction images. For conve-
nience, we describe the features from Bloom et al. (2011),
hereafter the RB1 features, in Table 1, along with the fea-
tures added in this work. In §3.1, we critically examine the
relative importance of all the features and select an optimal
subset for real–bogus classification.

Prior to computing features on each subtraction image
postage stamp, we normalize the stamps so that their pixel

values lie between �1 and 1. As the pixel values for real can-
didates can take on a wide range of values depending on the
astrophysical source and observing conditions, this normal-
ization ensures that our features are not overly sensitive to
the peak brightness of the residual nor the residual level of
background flux, and instead capture the sizes and shapes of
the subtraction residual. Starting with the raw subtraction
thumbnail, I, normalization is achieved by first subtract-
ing the median pixel value from the subtraction thumbnail
and then dividing by the maximum absolute value across all
median-subtracted pixels via

IN(x, y) =

⇢
I(x, y)�med[I(x, y)]
max{abs[I(x, y)]}

�
. (1)

Analysis of the features derived from these normalized real
and bogus subtraction images showed that the transfor-
mation in (1) is superior to other alternatives, such as
the Frobenius norm (

p
trace(IT I)) and truncation schemes

where extreme pixel values are removed.
Using Figure 1 as a guide, our first intuition about

real candidates is that their subtractions are typically az-
imuthally symmetric in nature, and well-represented by a
2-dimensional Gaussian function, whereas bogus candidates
are not well behaved. To this end, we define a spherical 2D
Gaussian, G(x, y), over pixels x, y as

G(x, y) = A · exp

⇢
�

1
2


(c

x

� x)2

�

+
(c

y

� y)2

�

��
, (2)

which we fit to the normalized PTF subtraction image, I
N

,
of each candidate by minimizing the sum-of-squared di↵er-
ence between the model Gaussian image and the candidate
postage stamp with respect to the central position (c

x

, c

y

),
amplitude A

1 and scale � of the Gaussian model. This fit
is obtained by employing an L-BFGS-B optimization algo-
rithm (Lu, Nocedal & Zhu 1995). The best fit scale and am-
plitude determine the scale and amp features, respectively,
while the gauss feature is defined as the sum-of-squared dif-
ference between the optimal model and image, and corr

is the Pearson correlation coe�cient between the best-fit
model and the subtraction image.

Next, we add the feature sym to measure the symmetry
of the subtraction image. The sym feature should be small
for real candidates, whose subtraction image tends to have a
spherically symmetric residual. sym is computed by first di-
viding the subtraction thumbnail into four equal-sized quad-
rants, then summing the flux over the pixels in each quad-
rant (in units of standard deviations above the background)
and lastly averaging the sum-of-squares of the di↵erences be-
tween each quadrant to the others. Thus, sym will be large
for di↵erence images that are not symmetric and will be
nearly zero for highly symmetric di↵erence images.

Next, we introduce features that aim to capture the
smoothness characteristics of the subtraction image thumb-
nails. A typical real candidate will have a smoothly varying
subtraction image with a single prominent peak while bogus

1 As subtraction images of real candidates can be negative when
the brightness of the source is decreasing, we allow the Gaussian
amplitude A to take on negative, as well as positive, values.

c
� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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TITLE:	  	  	  GCN	  CIRCULAR
NUMBER:	  	  14192
SUBJECT:	  GRB	  130122A:	  PTF	  P48	  optical	  upper	  limits
DATE:	  	  	  	  13/02/09	  15:33:37	  GMT
FROM:	  	  	  	  Leo	  Singer	  at	  CIT/PTF	  	  <lsinger@caltech.edu>

L.	  P.	  Singer	  (Caltech),	  S.	  B.	  Cenko	  (UC	  Berkeley),	  and	  D.	  A.	  Brown
(Syracuse)	  report	  on	  behalf	  of	  a	  larger	  collaboration:

We	  have	  imaged	  the	  3-‐sigma	  Swift	  UVOT	  error	  circle	  (P.	  Evans,	  GCN
14143)	  of	  GRB130122A	  (Swift546731,	  S.	  Barthelmy,	  GCN	  14140)	  with	  the
Palomar	  48	  inch	  Oschin	  telescope	  (P48)	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Palomar
Transient	  Factory	  (PTF).	  	  Images	  were	  obtained	  in	  the	  Mould	  R	  filter
at	  2013-‐01-‐23	  at	  06:27:39	  and	  07:11:25	  UTC,	  6.7	  and	  7.5	  hours	  after
the	  trigger.

With	  sporadic	  cloud	  cover	  and	  a	  bright	  moon,	  we	  find	  no	  point	  source,
fading	  or	  otherwise,	  to	  5-‐sigma	  limiting	  magnitudes	  of	  19.1	  and	  18.4.

Photometric upper 
limits for UVOT event
aperture photometry using P48 calibration

mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu
mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu


Content-‐Type:	  text/plain;	  charset="us-‐ascii"
MIME-‐Version:	  1.0
Content-‐Transfer-‐Encoding:	  7bit
Subject:	  GRB	  130122A:	  PTF	  P48	  optical	  upper	  limits

Dear	  humans,

Would	  you	  please	  review	  and	  submit	  this	  GCN	  circular?

Thanks,
react@localhost

TITLE:	  	  	  GCN	  CIRCULAR
NUMBER:	  	  14192
SUBJECT:	  GRB	  130122A:	  PTF	  P48	  optical	  upper	  limits
DATE:	  	  	  	  13/02/09	  15:33:37	  GMT
FROM:	  	  	  	  Leo	  Singer	  at	  CIT/PTF	  	  <lsinger@caltech.edu>

L.	  P.	  Singer	  (Caltech),	  S.	  B.	  Cenko	  (UC	  Berkeley),	  and	  D.	  A.	  Brown
(Syracuse)	  report	  on	  behalf	  of	  a	  larger	  collaboration:

We	  have	  imaged	  the	  3-‐sigma	  Swift	  UVOT	  error	  circle	  (P.	  Evans,	  GCN
14143)	  of	  GRB130122A	  (Swift546731,	  S.	  Barthelmy,	  GCN	  14140)	  with	  the
Palomar	  48	  inch	  Oschin	  telescope	  (P48)	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Palomar
Transient	  Factory	  (PTF).	  	  Images	  were	  obtained	  in	  the	  Mould	  R	  filter
at	  2013-‐01-‐23	  at	  06:27:39	  and	  07:11:25	  UTC,	  6.7	  and	  7.5	  hours	  after
the	  trigger.

With	  sporadic	  cloud	  cover	  and	  a	  bright	  moon,	  we	  find	  no	  point	  source,
fading	  or	  otherwise,	  to	  5-‐sigma	  limiting	  magnitudes	  of	  19.1	  and	  18.4.

Pipeline composes 
GCN circulars

mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu
mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu


Multiple detection of BAT 
event in catalog search
light curve power law index measured

TITLE:	  	  	  GCN	  CIRCULAR
NUMBER:	  	  14244
SUBJECT:	  GRB	  130215A:	  PTF	  P48	  optical	  detection
DATE:	  	  	  	  13/02/21	  06:08:29	  GMT
FROM:	  	  	  	  Leo	  Singer	  at	  CIT/PTF	  	  <lsinger@caltech.edu>

L.	  P.	  Singer	  (Caltech),	  S.	  B.	  Cenko	  (UC	  Berkeley),	  and	  D.	  A.	  Brown
(Syracuse)	  report	  on	  behalf	  of	  a	  larger	  collaboration:

We	  have	  imaged	  the	  3-‐sigma	  Swift	  BAT	  error	  circle	  (S.	  Barthelmy,	  GCN
14214)	  of	  GRB130215A	  (Swift548760,	  S.	  Barthelmy,	  GCN	  14204)	  with	  the
Palomar	  48	  inch	  Oschin	  telescope	  (P48)	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Palomar
Transient	  Factory	  (PTF).

Images	  were	  obtained	  in	  the	  Mould	  R	  filter	  on	  2013-‐02-‐15	  at	  02:35:05
and	  04:05:52	  UTC,	  1.1	  and	  2.6	  hours	  after	  the	  trigger.	  We	  detect	  a
fading	  point	  source	  that	  is	  absent	  in	  the	  USNO	  B-‐1	  catalog	  at
magnitudes	  of	  16.38	  and	  17.59	  at
	  	  	  	  RA(J2000)	  	  =	  	  	  2h	  54m	  00.73s
	  	  	  	  DEC(J2000)	  =	  +13d	  23'	  43.0"
,	  matching	  the	  ROTSE-‐IIIb	  position	  (GCN	  14205,	  Zheng	  &	  Flewelling).

Assuming	  a	  power-‐law	  decay,	  these	  two	  P48	  observations	  give	  us	  an	  index
alpha=-‐1.25,	  consistent	  with	  the	  index	  of	  alpha=-‐1.24	  reported	  by	  ROTSE
analysis	  (GCN	  14208,	  Zheng	  et	  al.).

mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu
mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu


Multiple detection of BAT 
event in catalog search
light curve power law index measured



TITLE:	  	  	  GCN	  CIRCULAR
NUMBER:	  	  14313
SUBJECT:	  GRB	  130305A:	  PTF	  P48	  optical	  upper	  limits
DATE:	  	  	  	  13/03/15	  19:28:32	  GMT
FROM:	  	  	  	  Leo	  Singer	  at	  CIT/PTF	  	  <lsinger@caltech.edu>

L.	  P.	  Singer	  (Caltech),	  S.	  B.	  Cenko	  (UC	  Berkeley),	  and	  D.	  A.	  Brown
(Syracuse)	  report	  on	  behalf	  of	  a	  larger	  collaboration:

We	  have	  imaged	  the	  3-‐sigma	  Swift	  XRT	  error	  circle	  (D.	  Malesani,	  GCN
14263)	  of	  GRB130305A	  (Fermi384176354,	  J.	  R.	  Cummings,	  GCN	  14257)	  with
the	  Palomar	  48	  inch	  Oschin	  telescope	  (P48)	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Palomar
Transient	  Factory	  (PTF).	  	  Images	  were	  obtained	  in	  the	  Mould	  R	  filter
at	  2013-‐03-‐06	  at	  05:13:35	  and	  05:56:17	  UTC,	  17.6	  and	  18.3	  hours	  after
the	  trigger.

We	  find	  no	  point	  source,	  fading	  or	  otherwise,	  to	  5-‐sigma	  limiting
magnitudes	  of	  20.8	  and	  20.8.

Deeper photometric limit in 
good observing conditions
aperture photometry using P48 calibration

mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu
mailto:lsinger@caltech.edu


Fermi trigger from Friday, result so far:
dozens of variable stars
some image subtraction muck
two likely background supernovae, awaiting classification

Fermi trigger from last night
more follow-up observations tonight
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rapid sky localization
as shown by engineering runs and mock data challenges,
demonstrably ready now, but can be improved a little bit



low-latency event detection
seems to be in hand

...

How do we get there?

rapid sky localization
as shown by engineering runs and mock data challenges,
demonstrably ready now, but can be improved a little bit

optical follow-up
the hard part: largely uncharted territory,
hic sunt dracones...
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Extra slides



ER3: Injections Found
4 low-mass triggers, all reported by gstlal



true	  location
	  19h51m58.39s
-‐44°36'10.2"

maximum	  a	  posteriori	  estimate
	  20h18m34.29s
-‐42°36'35.3"

found	  at	  confidence	  level:	  96%
enclosing	  area:	  140	  deg2
offset:	  5.2°

G71031

Event	  Type:	  LowMass	  
MChirp:	  1.191	  

MTot:	  2.75351202488	  
End	  Time:	  1045019974.847648153	  

SNR:	  13.656	  
IFOs:	  H1,L1,V1	  
FAR:	  8.053e-‐11

http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/


true	  location
	  19h25m10.65s
+7°53'50.3"

maximum	  a	  posteriori	  estimate
	  20h51m33.75s
-‐14°28'39.0"

found	  at	  confidence	  level:	  92%
enclosing	  area:	  3240	  deg2
offset:	  31°

G71593

Event	  Type:	  LowMass	  
MChirp:	  1.533	  

MTot:	  3.53183591366	  
End	  Time:	  1045456996.50528038	  

SNR:	  10.271	  
IFOs:	  H1,L1	  

FAR:	  1.226e-‐04

https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71593
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71593


true	  location
	  8h04m29.85s
-‐49°37'08.1"

maximum	  a	  posteriori	  estimate
	  14h54m22.50s
+35°41'07.2"

found	  at	  confidence	  level:	  99%
enclosing	  area:	  15725	  deg2
offset:	  124°

G71627
note: “freak” event, 
with V1 in an artificially 
sensitive state

Event	  Type:	  LowMass	  
MChirp:	  4.536	  

MTot:	  17.7093279362	  
End	  Time:	  1045473314.707031385	  

SNR:	  12.672	  
IFOs:	  L1,V1	  

FAR:	  1.367e-‐10

https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71627


true	  location
	  16h06m35.63s
-‐71°58'40.0"

maximum	  a	  posteriori	  estimate
	  19h30m00.00s
-‐39°27'03.2"

found	  at	  confidence	  level:	  40%
enclosing	  area:	  223	  deg2
offset:	  41°

G71831

Event	  Type:	  LowMass	  
MChirp:	  1.355	  

MTot:	  3.15994691849	  
End	  Time:	  1045702467.740710217	  

SNR:	  10.954	  
IFOs:	  L1,V1	  

FAR:	  1.848e-‐06	  

https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71831
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/G71831


• Newton-Cotes 
quadrature in

Orientation integral

 , cos ◆



The devil is in 
the details...

• σt veers from 1/𝜌  
dependence at 𝜌~10

• Proper relation of σt vs. 𝜌 
critical for self-consistency

• Lots of ideas:
Nicholson & Vecchio 1998, PRD 
57, 4588

‘beyond Fisher information’ series 
expansions
Zanolin et al. 2010, PRD, 81, 
124048
Vitale & Zanolin 2010, PRD 82, 
124065

‘effective Fisher information’
Cho e al. 2013, PRD, 87, 024004

crosses: measurement of timing uncertainty by numerical experimentdashed 
line: Cramér-Rao bound
heavy line: Barankin bound
E. W. Barankin, Ann. Math. Stat., 20, 477
w/fudge factor of 𝜋  (!?)



The devil is in the details...

heavy line: Barankin bound
E. W. Barankin, Ann. Math. Stat., 20, 477
w/fudge factor of 𝜋  (!?)
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Enhancement: fold phase 
measurement into likelihood

• CRB⟹time & phase errors are correlated

• Likelihood looks like Gaussian wrapped on cylinder

• At least two ways to do this:


